**Arrangements Made Whereby at Least 250 Students of Institute May Spend Vacation by Helping to Build World's Greatest Fleet**

"Next to active military service, there is no way in which Technol
ogy students may aid the United States so much as by doing the work of the shipyards. We are faced with a situation in which the various shipyards, including the United States Navy, are facing a critical shortage of men to help in the construction of ships. If we are to meet this challenge, it is essential that we take every opportunity to recruit new workers. Therefore, we are taking steps to ensure that our students have the opportunity to participate in this important work.

The students will be supervised by experienced shipyard workers and will receive proper training. They will be paid at a good hourly wage and will have the possibility of gaining valuable work experience. This will not only help the shipyards meet their construction needs, but it will also provide our students with a valuable opportunity to contribute to the war effort and to gain practical experience in a field that they may be considering for a future career.

We are ensuring that the students are treated with respect and that their safety is a priority. The shipyards are well-equipped with safety measures and will ensure that our students are aware of all safety procedures. We are also making sure that the students are given proper rest and recreation time.

This is an important opportunity for our students, and we encourage them to seize it. We believe that this will not only be a valuable experience for them, but it will also contribute to the war effort in a meaningful way.

Thank you for your support in this endeavor. Let's do our part to help build the ships that will win the war.
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TJTAT Institute men are greatly interested in ship building which is clearly shown by the large number who attended Professor McKibbon’s comprehensive lecture on the subject Wednesday noon. The three most important problems of the United States in its conduct of the war are, first the training of an enormous army, and last and most difficult, the conduct of the war, and most of all, the maintenance of the industrial production at home so that all our efforts in production and military work will be of no avail in the very end if we fail to win the war. If our men are to be strong enough to win the war, every single penny that you can spare must be turned into war production, and the best way to do this is by the purchase of Liberty Bonds. If you want the war to end as soon as possible you must lend the government every single penny that you can spare.

K. Roman '20 .................................... Night Editor
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SHIPS AND THE WAR

That Institute men are greatly interested in ship building which is clearly shown by the large number who attended Professor McKibbon’s comprehensive lecture on the subject Wednesday noon. The three most important problems of the United States in its conduct of the war are, first the training of an enormous army, and last and most difficult, the conduct of the war, and most of all, the maintenance of the industrial production at home so that all our efforts in production and military work will be of no avail in the very end if we fail to win the war. If our men are to be strong enough to win the war, every single penny that you can spare must be turned into war production, and the best way to do this is by the purchase of Liberty Bonds. If you want the war to end as soon as possible you must lend the government every single penny that you can spare.

Several interesting conditions may be drawn from the recent Y. M. C. A. Conference, but perhaps one of the most vital ones concerns the making of our reputation for hospitality, for in which the American people can be advanced. The first of these is that the character of the work at the Institute is such that the student’s time is taken up to a far greater extent than is otherwise possible by the various events of the year that he is in the country. Then too, our facilities for entertaining are limited, our dormitories small, our treasures of literature not large, and so our industrial stock made up largely of well-constituted institutions. But in spite of these drawbacks the affair was a great success; nearly every man was entertained and as many more could have been accommodated here. Technology made a reputation as a host over night, and we are proud to say a favorable one.
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All Walker Memorial Dining Rooms
Are Open to All Tech Men
NOW
Open Daily and Sunday

Cordage and Twine
Samson Cordage Works
BOSTON, MASS.

FACE BUT American Industry

The freshman row crew opened its season at Harvard University when it
entered Harvard School and was de-
veloped by a boat bought after a long
row. The crew started at the Cottage
Boathouse and finished at Harvard
The freshman row crew is made up
of the men who have shown the most
ability in the school's training school
of the last part of 1917.
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BACK BAY NATIONAL BANK
109 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
All Accounts Receive Personal Interest
Savings Accounts Receive In addition

4½% Interest

TREASURY COUTCH CAFETERIA
FRANK COHEN
MILITARY TAILOR
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Phone CAMbridge 6900

OFFICERS' UNIFORMS Reasonable Prices
a Specialty
Best Quality Goods

STONE & WEBSTER

F. D. H. N. K. C.
Public utility developments.
Buy and sell securities.
Design power stations, hydro-
electric developments, transmission
lines, city and interurban substations,
substation plants, industrial plants
and buildings.

CONSULTANT either from our own de-
sign or from designs of other
engineers or architects.

REPORT on public utility properties,
proposed extensions or new projects.

MANAGE delivery, light, power and
gas companies.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

Tavern Lunch
KNOTT BUILDING
NEXT TO TECH DORMS
We Offer You Good Food at Reasonable Prices
All Food Served Cooked on Premises

TRY THE TAVERN

18 Cents

MURAD
THE TURKISH CIGARETTE
One is not lonely when by himself—with MURAD, The Turkish Cigarette.

MURAD: Maker of the World-famous Tarikah and Egyptian Cigarettes in the World
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